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Intr&hction 
,. ‘. 

I, 

s 

This guide’describes how to make a hand- 
operated;winnower for separating kernel from 
shell or husk, using materials which are generally 
available locally. % 

Most of the parts are made of wood bu? ihey can 
be of metal if this is cheaper‘or easier for ydu to 
obtain. For instance, ‘ihe fan blades can tie cut 

.<‘~. ~from ~a meral tin or drum and %&wed to-f& fan ,, ~~~~ 
boss. .~ i, 

Bearings can be made of hardwood, or of,m&al- _ 
*’ tubing clamped in a Cvoodewblock. Alternatitiely, 1 

. a metaL block with a hole bored to th& right size 
to take the shaft can be used. Bearin& must’be 
kept well lubricated. ., *‘- 

.’ 

‘- .“. .._,_,, 
,Pulleys can also be made of YJ ood and, if adjust- 
able belting,js not auailable,. an old car fan belt, 
for example: could be Used for the drive. 

%- winnower was designed for use with the 
hand-operated ynflower seed decorticator 

f-- ~. developed by Tm (Rurai’ Technology Guides 9 
and 101 but it can be used for a tiide variety of 
materials. / 

* 



I Description 

A general arrangement of‘the wihnotier is shown 
in Fig. 1. The unit is made-up of three distinct 
components; the body, the wind case and The 
fan. . 

I 
The winnower is 6 d&e 

I handle which ‘rotates th’e 

do&i to be cOllect&seba@8ly. 
-can be c+erated by one person. 
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Figure 1 
Winnower assembly 
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liAan~ufactur?e ,,’ 

The winnower can be manufactured’in a 
‘carpenWs workshop or by anyone who has cab 
pent&s tools and the use of a~ IaihX ihe foilow-~ 
ing machine tool is.needed, together with a 
competent operator: ~ 

a. A’small lathe for turning u’p the boss for the’ 
fan and drilling a hole for the spindle. 

The following hand tools are required: ’ 

b. Bench and vice. 

c. Hand-held drill-electric if possible-and twist 
drills. 

d. Hacksaw and fretsaw (or hole saw) 

e. Carpenter’s tools such as a plane, a wood 
saw, chisels and a mallet. 

f. Engineering hand tools such as a ha~mmer, 
tinsnips and files. 

g. Marking-out equipment 

The winnower can be manufactured main/y from 
iocai materials but the following special com- 
ponents are also necessary: ~ 

h. Three plain bearing pillow blocks (see page. 
31. 

i. Two pulleys (see page 201. 

I 

The materials required for the various parts are 
listed on page 51 All drawings awin 3rd angle 
oroiectidn as in British. Standards 308. All 
I~ ~1 

dimension< are in 
wise stated. 

ties unleis other- 

Abbr+&x i ,’ 
The folIOwing abrevia ave be& used an 
drawings:- ALUM =aluminium;. 
ASSY =assembly; CRS =centres; CSK=counter- 
sink Ior countersunki; C/BORE=counterbore; 
~EQUl-SP =equally spaced; M/C = machine; 
MIN = minimum; OD =outside diameter; 
RAD=radius; AEF=reference; SQU=square; 
STL=steel; TRI =triangular; TYP= typical. 

Construction and~assembly$nstructions &e given, ~, ,~ ‘: 
in the follqwing pages. 

-. You are advised to read them through ca 
fully before starting work. 



Side panels 12i Wood 2 Off 435 x 205 x 18 BlocEboard 1s suitable 
2 Front pane, Wood 510 x 498 x 18 Blockboard is suitable ~’ 
3 6ack pane! Wood 510 X Y 498 18 Blockboard IS svirabie 
4 stop Wood 169 x 50 i 18 
5 eefqra1 mO”“tS 12, Jo ~Wood 
6 End mwnt Wood 150X44X32 

4 I Drum body 
2.10.11 Co”ers’l31 
B 
3 Backing strip 
4 Stiffener 
5.6 Top boards I21 

7 Side boards 121 
8 Gusset 131 

12 spacers 131 
Screen 

Wood 1050 x IO00 x 5olvwodd 
Metal 

W&d 
Wood 
Wood 

Wood 
Wood 
Wood 
Metal 

1200 x 165 x 1: joo x 165 x I: 250 Kl65 x 1 
aluminium or other thin metal 

795 x 165 x kj Cut from drumbody left-we& 
300 i;65 18 “‘~’ x x 
220 x is5 ,X 5: 205 x 165 k 5 cut,from 

drum body left wers 
2 off 565 x 320 x 5. Cut from dibm body leftovers 
2 Off 80 X 20 x 8, 1 off 165~10nQ shaped to fit 
3 elf 155 x 20 diameter 

200 x 80 wire mesh abnur ,I mm anernreIP 

Saddle 8 I Legs 14, Wood 4 off 460 44 x 20 x 
2 Long side members 121 2 off 375 x 44, x 20 
3 Short side members 12) Wood 2 off 245 x 44 x 20 
4 Side rails (21 Wood 2 off 575 x 130 x 20 

Fan” 18 I Body Wood 100 75 diameter x 
2 Blades 181 Wood 8 oif 157 x 148 x 5 plywood 

Large chute ‘6 Sides 121 EN.’ Wood CUT from 325 x 325 x 5 Wood Cut from 465 x, 166 x 5 plywood 
plywood 

Chute 7 , Sides 121 Wood 
.- 

2 off 340 90 5 plywood x x 
,. Base Wotid x x _ 230 90 5 plywood 

Table 13 1 Table Wood 
/ 

345 230 x 18 Blockboard is x suitable 
-assembly 2 Legs 121 Wood .2 off 190 x 44 x 32 

3 Back block Wood 165xdAx20 

300 dia x 12 bore single 12 section QroWe~ 
~75 dia x 12 bore single groove 12 section ‘: 

Plain bearing pillow blocki 12 bore 
Sufficient to fit drive assembly 

Metal 25 OD x 12 wide x 12 bore 
,, 

Steel rod 325,: x’ 12 DD 
fteel rod 95 x 12 CJD 
1411 x 70 OD~steel rod. 120 x 22 DD tube 0.8 wall 



Mark 0111 and ciit to size jsee Parts and materials 
iis!, pa@ 51 tie tour panels, the two central, ,’ 

- mo,unts, the end mount and ‘;e stop IFig. 2). 
-.i/ 

Mark and cut out the+hole in the front panel, i * 

% USI~Q a frersaw’ or hole saw. 

Drili ;he hole for the fan shaft in ik baCk panel. 
63 

Screw the stop to one, side panel in ihe'.CorK?Ct ,* 

Drlli holes 10 suit the pos’ition of the holes in the 
bearing base iF)g. 1, item C@ / in the end mount 
and thq,central mount Figs. 2, itemsa&d:B). 
Then iix’ the mounts~ to the front and back panels; ’ 
make sure that the bearing bosition on the central- ’ . 

“~QU~IS corresponds with the position of the 
driiled hole i? me back panel I Fjg. 2, item @ 1, ‘.~ ,Q : i,’ 

SC& the IWO side panels to then back.~panel, but 
do nbt screw the front panel on at this stage (see 

% 

fixing instructions under ‘Assembly’, page 201. 

Nore If a nowadjustable belt is to be used, do 
no! bolt the end mount bearing inro’pos- : .~, 
1t16n. See fixing instructions under 
‘Assembly’, paqe 20. 
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Figure 3 
Winnpver body 



-Wind case 

Maik out and, with a fretsaw or hole saw, dut to 
size (see Parts and materials list.~~p&ge 5)~ the 

:two: pieces of wood for theawind case drum body. 
(Fig. 4). 

Cut the three spacers to correct lengths and glue 
and nail one ehd of each of them in position on 
one side of the wind case drum body only at this 
stage. 

Mark out and cu!‘to size all the other wooden 
items required for the wind case. 

Fix %z stiffener to the backing strip, then fix the 
backing strip;~ to that Side of the wind case drum 
body fo which you have nailed the spacers. 

. . Fit the oiher side of the wind case drum body to 
the backing strip, make sure that it is in the car- 

‘rect position, then glue and nail all the joints 
including the other ends of the,spacers. 

.A 
1 . Next fit the top boards and side boards with nails, 

and glue. 

Cut the three covers and drill small holes to take 
the fixing nails along all edges where required. 
Bend the covers to shape and fix them in position 
with nails and glue. 

Finally, fit the three gussets in position and the 
wind case (Fig. 51 is ready to be fixed into the 
winnower body. - 

The two chutes can be made at this sta,ge (Figs 6 
I- :~ 

and 7) but do not fix them to the wind case until 
it (the wind case) is Assembled in the winnower 
body 





Figure.5 Figure.5 
Wind case Wind case 
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Figure 6 
Large grain chute 
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‘Saddle 

Cut all pieces of wood to the correct length (S6e 

.!?- 

I) 
~Paits and materials list, page 5). 

Mark out the positions of the side members on *’ 
the rkgs, then screw the side mcybers to the 
legs, using carpenter’s glue orythk joi&; ‘Make 
sure that both pairs of legs incline at the Same, 
angle So that the saddle will stand firmly on all 
four legs. 

c~ 
._~ 

~~~ 
.Next mark oui the positjorxof the side rail, then 
screw and glue them t6 the legs, again making 
sure,that the saddle AlLstand firmly on all four ,’ 

,” 
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Figure 9 
Saddle. 
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Fan 

Mark out and cut to couect size the eight fan 
blades isee Parts and materials list, page $1. 

If wood of the required diameter is not’available 
for the .fan boss, turn a piece of, wood to the COI- 

^I 

rect diameter in the lathe. Alternatively, the boss 
can be made from wood of square section by 
planing the four corners to make an octagon (i.e. 
with eight facesi. 

Drill the hole through the centre of the boss to x,, 
take the shaft, fit the shaft through the boss in 
the correct position, then drill a small hole 
~through the boss and shaft, and secure the boss 
to the shaft with a pin. . 

. Mark out and cut the grooves for the fan blades 
and glue the blades in position (Figs 10 Bnd 11). 



Mark out and cut to correct size the eight fan 
blades lsee Parts and materials list, page 51. 

If wood of the required diameter is not~available I 
for the.fan boss, turn a piece of wood to the car- ” 
rect diameter in the lathe. Alternatively, the boss 
can be made from wood of squarer section by 
planing the four corners to make an octagon (i.e. 

,, with eight faces). . 

Drill the hole through the centre of the boss to i 
take the shaft, fit the shaft through the boss in 
the correct position, then drill a small hole 
~through the boss and shaft, and secure the boss 
to the shaft with a pin. .~ 

. Mark out and c”t the grooves for the fin blades 
and glue the blades in position (Figs 10 and 111. 
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